
2022 local
video strategy
Why video must be a stronger part 
of our newsroom plans 
Presented by Kelli Leonard, Jessica Davis, Jaime Cardenas, Sean Oates, Nate Chute, Kevin Goff



Consumers are using video to understand the news. 
If we’re not there, we’re missing out.

Social platforms for 
accessing news:

• Facebook - 44% 

• YouTube - 29%

• Instagram - 15% 
(users mostly under age 45)

• Twitter -13%

• TikTok – 4%
(users mostly under age 25)

• Snapchat – 2%
(users mostly under age 30)

Sources: Gannett segmentation study, Citco, 2019; Reuters Institute study “How and why do consumers access news on social media”
https://reutersinstitute.politics.ox.ac.uk/digital-news-report/2021/how-and-why-do-consumers-access-news-social-media 2

Among our growth audiences

https://gannett-my.sharepoint.com/:p:/r/personal/jedavis_gannett_com1/Documents/YouTube%202021/DOT%20video%20accelerator%20training%20drafts/Video%20Mini%20Accelerator%20Why%20Video%20is%20Important%20P1%20(1).pptx?d=w8b82f8571ef44484b0309802d89edfc7&csf=1&web=1&e=8eCZNK
https://reutersinstitute.politics.ox.ac.uk/digital-news-report/2021/how-and-why-do-consumers-access-news-social-media


Local newsroom video strategy recommendations

Three main efforts at the heart of our 2022 growth plans.
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Must-see 
local video
Continue focus 
on quality local 

video 
production and 
onboarding of 

legacy 
Gatehouse sites.

YouTube 
footprint

Leverage current 
video inventory and 
work to strengthen 
YouTube channels 

for Tier 1 and 2 
sites, based on SEO 
and revenue opps.

Vertical 
video

Expand local 
production and 

experimentation 
of native social 
platform video



Newsroom creation
of must-see local video

The ask: Continue to look for opportunities to tell 
stories with video at Tier 1 and 2 markets.

Sean Oates
Atlantic Region Multimedia Director

USAT Network Video Champions



What is a must-see video?
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Must-see local video

Avoid creating video for its own sake. Instead, strive to create videos that have a compelling 
reason to exist. Here are a few good reasons to make a video:

• See and hear: Offer what the medium does best by letting the 
audience see and hear things for themselves.

• Access: Take the audience to places they can't go and introduce 
them to people they wouldn’t otherwise meet or who have 
authoritative information on a key topic.

• Inform: Breakdown and explain the most important issues and news 
events in the communities you serve.
– Generally, newsrooms provide script and relevant visuals; DOT can build Wochit

videos.

• Tell stories: Capture the joy, emotion and challenges facing the 
people and communities we serve.



Quality key but video needs to be part of arsenal

Local market 
video 
production 
down from 
2019 but  
consistent in 
recent 
months. We 
want to stay  
focused on 
quality not 
quantity.  
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Must-see local video
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A few sites could lean into video a bit more

These Tier 1 and 2 sites should work with DOT leads to identify additional 
video opportunities. 
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Must-see local video

Goals:
(based on median 
for tiers)

Tier 1:
10 videos a 
week

Tier 2: 
4 videos a 
week

Data: See % of assets 
tab here, based on L6 
2021

Naples

Daytona Beach

Palm Beach Post

Providence

Austin

LaVoz

Jacksonville FL

Hookem

Sarasota

Austin 360
Columbus*

*has low % of video as part of total assets

Tier 1: Producing fewer 
than 10 videos a week Montgomery

Lubbock
Corpus Christi
Asheville
Canton Repository
Hyannis
PalmSprings
RGJ
Camarillo
Pensacola
SiouxFalls
Gainesville
Middletown NY
Portsmouth
Wilmington NC
Augusta
GreenBay

Lakeland
Salem
Eugene
Burlington VT
Rockford
Worcester Telegram
Ocala
South Bend
Spartanburg
Springfield IL
Fayetteville
Utica
ND Insider
Gator Sports
FSUNews

Tier 2: Producing fewer than 4 videos a week

https://gannett-my.sharepoint.com/:x:/p/kkbrown/ETxLzFPRBxdHq1Ab40d253gBFGckw8zIrhZLzXdvnR2nnQ?e=Tc4V24


Do we need video on every story?
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Must-see local video

Not all. But endeavor to plan for video on top-performing content, 
long-running topics and premium work.

• Top-performing content: Placing relevant, quality video at the 
top of high performing stories will lead to increased time on 
site/page and higher video ad revenue, among other benefits.

• Topics you regularly cover: Multi-use explainer videos should 
be part of the local mix of videos being created. Work with the 
DOT where you need help to build out inventory.

• Use network on national topics: USAT video (including 
franchises like Just the FAQs) and third-party video content (AP, 
Accuweather, Storyful, etc.) are a great go-to if you don't have a 
local video. Especially for topics like COVID, politics/election and 
technology.

Exceptions are when a gallery at top makes more sense, there isn't 
any relevant video of good quality, or the story warrants a less-is-
more approach.



Leverage inventory to 
grow YouTube footprint

The ask: Use existing and planned video 
inventory on YouTube platforms at Tier 1 markets 
to grow audience and revenue.



Why YouTube is an opportunity
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YouTube footprint

• Usage of YouTube went up during 
the pandemic, with 81% of U.S. 
adults using YouTube

• Users tend to be younger, diverse
– Most used platform among Black adults

• YouTube generates revenue for 
Gannett newsrooms
– 2020 YouTube revenue for local: 

$175,038

– 2021 YouTube revenue: $242,099



YouTube is a NEWS source

• YouTube has become an 
important source of news for 
many Americans. 

• About a quarter of all U.S. 
adults (26%) say they get 
news on YouTube. And while 
relatively few of these people 
say it is their primary news 
source, most say it is an 
important way they stay 
informed.

• 33% of news consumers on 
YouTube say they have a high 
trust in mainstream news 
outlets and journalists.

• Source: Pew Research
January 26, 2022 11

Can YouTube drive subscriptions? 
We don’t know yet, but we’re going to begin experiments with that 
this year as we gain consistency. We think there’s potential to connect 
YouTube users to our newsletters (like the NYT is doing). Instagram 
has driven subscriptions for us, so we think there’s potential.

https://www.pewresearch.org/journalism/2020/09/28/many-americans-get-news-on-youtube-where-news-organizations-and-independent-producers-thrive-side-by-side/


We have just seven Tier 1 sites active on YouTube

Those sites brought in 
more than $100K in 
revenue in 2021. 

They posted between 
8 and 40 videos a 
month. 

Our strategy with 
YouTube: Quality 
over quantity. We 
don’t need every 
video posted, just 
ones that meet 
specific YouTube 
audience demand.

January 26, 2022 12

YouTube footprint

Sites State
Videos 

published Views Revenue

The Oklahoman OK 565 3.3M $6,873
Milwaukee Journal 
Sentinel WI 467 7.7M $24,837 
The Knoxville News-
Sentinel TN 325 5.9M $15,797 

The Arizona Republic
Has separate sports channel too AZ 145 26.9M $71,690 

The Detroit Free Press MI 136 2.8M $6,121 
Herald News / Bergen 
Record NJ 126 0.6M $61 

The Tennessean TN 97 4M $9,169 



The ask: Tier 1s with channels should resume posting

Other sites have had 
minimal posting or only 
live video in last year.

Work with DOT to 
identify and post 
10+ videos a month.

We do NOT expect 
newsrooms to create 
additional video 
beyond what they’re 
already doing. This is 
about leveraging 
current content for 
new audience.

January 26, 2022 13

YouTube footprint

Austin American Statesman
The Louisville Courier Journal
The Stuart News/TC Palm
Asbury Park Press
Rochester Democrat and Chronicle
The Columbus Dispatch
The Indianapolis Star
The Providence Journal
The Palm Beach Post
Florida Times-Union
The Des Moines Register
Sarasota Herald-Tribune
Naples Daily News
Daytona Beach News-Journal
The Cincinnati Enquirer
The Fort Myers News-Press

The Westchester Journal News | LoHud
The Wilmington News Journal

Some of these 
sites, despite 
very little 
posting saw as 
much as $7K in 
revenue thanks 
to evergreen 
video.

* Data not available for 
post counts



Revenue could be substantial for the network
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YouTube footprint

Revenue opportunity: We hope to see $100K in revenue per quarter based on 
our current performance once launched. Revenue goes to local newsrooms.

Top 5 YouTube Channels for Gannett Local in 2021

Channel Title Videos published Views Revenue

azcentral.com and 
The Arizona 
Republic

145 26.9M $71,689.73

Milwaukee Journal 
Sentinel

467 7.6M $24,836.85

Knoxville News 
Sentinel

325 5.9M $15,796.65

Tallahassee 
Democrat

23 1.9M $11,897.02

Tennessean 97 4M $9,169.25



YouTube topics that are winning audience, revenue

January 26, 2022 15

YouTube footprint

• Live

• Sports

• Food, including behind the scenes looks

• Celebrities with local connections

• Analysis/commentary on current events (Arizona Republic)

• Exclusive dash cam/body cam footage with context tied to investigations 
and enterprise reporting



Workflow a newsroom/DOT partnership

Workflow:

– Newsroom: Identify videos you’re already producing and upload them to
Presto as usual. Alert the DOT.

– DOT: DOT will download videos from Presto and upload to the YouTube 
site, completing SEO tagging, descriptions, link to story. DOT will have a 
dedicated expert on YouTube for the region.

Extras:
– Longer is better on YouTube sometimes: DOT can help with some longer 

video edits and recognition of opportunity as merited.

– Evergreen inventory: Strategy, SEO team can review previously published 
videos to see if there’s older stuff we should be uploading – and can tie it 
into our Searchlight program. Q2

January 26, 2022 16

YouTube footprint
One-sheet on 
working with the 
DOT on video is 
here

https://gannett-my.sharepoint.com/:w:/r/personal/nchute_gannett_com/Documents/DOT%20and%20Video%20One%20Sheet.docx?d=w094cf825acba41f0b3aeb00a6eaef8b5&csf=1&web=1&e=kQhlLa
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1-hLuV6JTBHNkX82e4rEsRCYKRmypNsp9Dnv9XWG5V4E/edit?usp=sharing


Rollout plan starts now

Timing:

Q1 – Tier 1s begin work with DOT/Strategy as of this call

Q2 – Identify and launch Tier 2s that have an opportunity as a second phase, 
particularly around sports, breaking news and community evergreens

Note: Any Tier is welcome to work with their DOT partner on YouTube starting 
immediately.

Product support:
– Short term: Product exploring workarounds to make the procedures more efficient

– Long term: In 2022, we have to redevelop presto video integration. End result can layer in 
YouTube needs

If locked out of your YouTube account, contact: Lindsey Dunahoo, ldunahoo@gannett.com

January 26, 2022 17

YouTube footprint



Expand vertical video 
presence, experimentation

The ask: Get Tier 1 markets to 80/20 links 
vs.visuals on Facebook by end of Q2.

Also, seeking early adopters, particularly 
reporters who are interested in Instagram, TikTok
presence.



Vertical video is not going away …

TikTok, IG Reels, 
YouTube Shorts, FB 
Reels, are all growing in 
popularity. And usage is 
especially high among 
Gen Z and younger 
Millennials (a.k.a., our 
future subscribers).

Additionally, social
platforms are
incentivizing publishers
and content creators 
to use vertical videos by 
impacting the algorithm. January 26, 2022 19

Vertical video



… and they’re using it for news, too.

Facebook 
becoming less 
important for 
news. 

And young users 
are increasingly 
turning to visual 
platforms like 
Instagram and 
TikTok for news 
consumption.

January 26, 2022Source: https://reutersinstitute.politics.ox.ac.uk/digital-news-report/2021/resources, Slide 31 20

https://reutersinstitute.politics.ox.ac.uk/digital-news-report/2021/resources


• Social Video is down across the Network

• In September 2018, Gannett + Gatehouse + USAT combined for 17K video uploads to 
social (6K to Facebook, 6K to YouTube and 3.5K to Twitter)

• At the end of 2021, that number was less than 5K monthly

Before we run with vertical content, we need to walk

January 26, 2022 21

Vertical video

Source: Tubular

Legend: Blue = FB; Red = YT; Light Blue = Twitter; Brown = IG



Here's how we will walk first, and by year-end… RUN

January 26, 2022 22

Vertical video

Q1:

DOT will choose pilot 
sites to notify them 
when they have local 
video so that it can be 
posted to 
Facebook/Twitter/
Instagram as merited.

Nominate eager 
early adopters for 
video work on 
Instagram/TikTok.
(email Jaime)

Goal: Tier 1 sites should be posting multimedia to 
Facebook channels at an 80/20 proportion.
(80% URL posts/10% photo posts/10% video posts )

What that looks like? Many pages average 25 posts a 
day. That means 2-3 posts every day should be video 
and 2-3 posts every day would need to be photo 
posts. Newsroom, planners, DOT will need to 
collaborate on workflow. Some videos can be 
national.

Wait, why Facebook? Still our largest audience right 
now and more post diversity improves 
reach/engagement. And we want to use our current 
inventory and tools effectively before we branch out 
further.

Pro Tip: Focus on IG will make this easier.



Let’s walk first, and by year-end… RUN
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Vertical video

Q2:

Roll out 80/20 
approach to all 
Tier 1 sites.

Launch early 
adopters video work 
on Instagram/TikTok.
We already have 
strong case studies in 
Indy, Phoenix, 
Milwaukee, USAT to 
build upon.

Q3:

Roll out 80/20 
approach to all 
Tier 2 sites.

Expand vertical video 
adopters to next 
wave of Tier 1 sites 
based on findings.

Q4:

Expand vertical video 
adopters to next 
wave of Tier 2 sites 
based on findings.

Note: As we grow comfortable with this, increasing Facebook post diversity to 
70/30 is encouraged. We’ll also selectively work to experiment with Twitter 
Amplify to monetize video there, particularly around sports.



Support and reminders

Make sure you have someone in the video, social 
champions groups to learn best practices, see 
success stories. Don’t let the info they learn there, be 
caught in a black hole. Empower them to share what 
they learn with you and your newsroom.



Reminders: What Tier 1s should be doing

– Keep creating. Aiming for at least 10 videos a week.

– YouTube, ASAP: Connect with your strategist, regional social media 
leader, DOT/SEO leads to identify key topics and nail down workflows 
and resuming posting.

– Video communication: Start regularly sharing video you produce in DOT 
channels so producers can use it on your social channels. We’ll use a 
couple sites to pilot the creation of more vertical video and expect that 
will rollout further in Q2.

– Ready to experiment? Instagram food videos? Preps on TikTok? Return 
of live commentary video? Or something more brilliant. Work with your 
team to identify potential early adopters.

January 26, 2022 25



Reminders: What Tier 2-4s should be doing

– Keep creating. Tier 2s should aim for at least 4 videos a week.

– Support training for your team to make sure they’re ready to use video 
to help cover breaking news. Make sure you have someone in the video 
champions group.

– Use network resources to add relevant video to stories. If your team 
needs training on how to find network video in Presto, reach out to your 
DOT lead.

– Build an evergreen video library in partnership with the DOT.

We’ll follow back up later in year on expansion into YouTube and other 
social videos as we nail down workflows. But raise your hand if you have 
ideas.

January 26, 2022 26



Questions?
CONTACTS

Kelli Leonard – Content Strategy 
Analyst

Sean Oates – Video champions

Jaime Cardenas – Platform 
Strategy/Social champions

Jessica Davis – Digital 
Optimization Team



Appendix



Why video, why now?

82% 
of global 

internet traffic 
will come from 

video 
streaming and 
downloads in 

2022 

Sources: Gannett segmentation study, Citco, 2019; Wistia 2021 State of Video Report; Pew Research Center; News Use Across Social Media Platforms in 2020 29

62% 
Increase in 
short-form 

videos 
uploaded 

between 2019 
and 2020.

4.8M uploads of 0-30 
second videos.

55% 
Of U.S. 

households 
have two or 

more streaming 
services.

https://gannett-my.sharepoint.com/:p:/r/personal/jedavis_gannett_com1/Documents/YouTube%202021/DOT%20video%20accelerator%20training%20drafts/Video%20Mini%20Accelerator%20Why%20Video%20is%20Important%20P1%20(1).pptx?d=w8b82f8571ef44484b0309802d89edfc7&csf=1&web=1&e=8eCZNK


Why is video key to our journalistic mission?

January 26, 2022 30

Must-see local video

Videos can:

• Deliver a multi-dimensional storytelling experience that is 
different than words, images or audio alone

• Transport the audience to out-of-reach places and situations

• Reveal injustice, inequity and abuse of power

• Give an unfiltered view of a person, place or situation

• Breakdown or demonstrate complex concepts and issues

• Provide access to influencers and newsmakers

• Lots more



How does video benefit our business?
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Must-see local video

Videos can:

• Keep visitors on sites and stories longer

• Lead to subscriptions and add value for 
existing subscribers

• Inspire viewers to share our content with 
others

• Be monetized on-platform (pre, mid, post-roll 
or sponsored)

• Be leveraged on social to grow revenue and 
audience

• Carry branding wherever they go/are shared
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A couple more key points

• If reporters have video, yes, tweet it. But also make sure to put it 
in Presto so we can use it onsite and on other platforms.

• Be in partnership with DOT to promote video on social. Share 
assets with DOT in Ready channels so they can be used on social. 
A key goal for social is more post diversity, which improves reach.

• AutoPlay on mobile: Expected to go back to click to play which 
should help us better gauge audience interest in videos. Expect a 
new data dive in Q2.

• Legacy Gatehouse opportunity for Tier 1 and 2s: DOT will 
continue to work with these newsrooms on importance of video, 
how to do it, what makes good video, etc. Want to train your 
room? See DOT accelerator as starting point. January 26, 2022 32

Must-see local video

https://gannett-my.sharepoint.com/:f:/r/personal/jedavis_gannett_com1/Documents/YouTube%202021/DOT%20video%20accelerator%20training%20drafts?csf=1&web=1&e=HmaWun


Best practices for YouTube videos

• 3-8 minute length 
performs the strongest

• Use SEO keywords in the 
headline and metadata

• Evergreen approach 
(live is an exception)

• Monitor results in 
YouTube Studio
– Videos published

– Views

– Estimated Revenue

– Click thru rate

January 26, 2022 33

YouTube footprint

Dave Grohl video: 380K+ views | 8K+ likes | 650+ comments | $1,700+ revenue



Quality over quantity is our strategy

Each market to work with SEO 
team and strategist to identify 
key RTW verticals where site has 
authority, creates video naturally 
and aligns with YouTube audience 
and SEO demands.

• Sports

• Politics

• Breaking news

• Live video

• Celebrities with local connections? 
Some markets can win with this 
coverage

January 26, 2022 34

YouTube footprint

What results do we want to see?
- Videos published (15/month for 
Tier 1s)

- Video views

- Watch time (long viewership 
helps YT recognize you and 
serve videos to more people)

- Revenue

- Subscribers

- Comments, likes, shares

- Worth noting: Revenue does 
go to local newsroom budgets



Case study: The story behind a viral moment in Austin

• An hour-long Zoom interview by an 
Austin reporter spanned a range 
of topics on his upcoming book, but 
the reference to "KISS Guy" three 
years ago in Austin stood out

• Videos on celebrities with local 
connections has been won audience 
on YouTube before

• The DOT cut a near 2-min. video for 
Presto

• The DOT also cut a near 4-min. 
video for YouTube, with strong SEO 
giving the video the best chance at 
success January 26, 2022 35

YouTube footprint



Case study: Phoenix YouTube channel

January 26, 2022 36

YouTube footprint

• Post 3-5 times a week 

• Politics, sports and police videos that are part of bigger 
investigations

• Over the last 3 months, AZ has had videos on YT perform 5x 
better than videos on FB



Case study: Impact of one person | OKC and OU football

• Staff videographer edits presser video 
provided by the athletic department for 
on-site delivery, but also posts to YouTube

• DOT recommended for site to begin 
publishing full presser videos with renewed 
focus on strong SEO mid-season. Pilot led 
to more recommendations by platform, 
higher average views and longer engaged 
time.

• Of the top 10 most viewed OU football 
videos last year, six were over the 3-
minute recommendation. Each of them 
surpassed 10,000 views, with the top 
video reaching 77,000+ views since 
posting.

January 26, 2022 37



Vertical video is not going away …

TikTok, IG Reels, YouTube 
Shorts, FB Reels, are all 
growing in popularity. And 
usage is especially high 
among Gen Z and younger 
Millennials (a.k.a., our 
future subscribers).

Additionally, social platfor
ms are incentivizing publis
hers and content creators 
to use vertical videos by 
impacting the algorithm.

January 26, 2022 38

Vertical video



• Gannett Research and Insights team: "Short-form video is the new black and it’s here to 
stay. In response to TikTok’s explosive growth (and our ever-shortening attention spans), 
all social media platforms are pushing short-form videos. You can see this with Instagram 
Reels, YouTube Shorts, and Snapchat Spotlight. And much like live streaming, social media 
algorithms are prioritizing users who use these new short-video features."

TikTok is also attracting adults

January 26, 2022 39

Vertical video

https://www.oberlo.com/blog/tiktok-statistics#:%7E:text=At%20the%20start%20of%20the,million%20in%20just%20six%20months.
https://muckrack.com/blog/2020/07/14/how-declining-attention-spans-impact-your-social-media


How some sites have used video on Facebook

To achieve the 
80/20 ratio, sites can 
rely on network and 
local content. 

Many (not all tho) 
sites crosspost, 
Humankind and 
USAT video. One a 
day is great.

Local video doesn’t 
have to be vertical 
or square format, 
but should be stand-
alone in nature.

January 26, 2022 40

Vertical video

Here’s examples of how local sites are successfully using 
video on Facebook.  (Live video still a good option too!)

This simple star burst 
animation made in Canva by 
the Detroit Free Press about 
Michigan’s LLWS Champions 
led more than 39K views on 
Instagram and 42K views on 
Facebook and more than 
1.5K shares on both 
platforms.

Columbus had a video about a person who 
sold her home and before she was supposed 
to move out the new owner sold her 
possessions. That video has 900K views. 

https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=597313207937997


Case study: How Indy is growing on TikTok

January 26, 2022 41

Vertical video

Highlights:

– Indy leans on trending 
stories, in-depth work, raw 
sports clips and personality

– The newsroom has created 
a "TikTok" committee to 
help identify stories to turn 
into videos

– They've already had one 
video get more than 1M 
views and have had multiple 
videos reach more than 
250K

– Their account has the most 
followers and views of any 
local newsroom in Gannett

– See the case study

https://training.usatodaynetwork.com/2021/11/16/how-a-local-sports-reporter-found-her-tiktok-audience/


Case study: How a local reporter found a TikTok audience

Highlights:

– Bucks County Courier 
Times Sports reporter 
Nur B. Adam 
experimented on 
TikTok

– Explained what 
worked, what didn't 
work and how she 
went viral a couple of 
times

– Nur also talked about 
how TikTok has helped 
her develop 
relationships and 
engage with her 
audience better

– See the case study
January 26, 2022 42

Vertical video

https://training.usatodaynetwork.com/2021/11/16/how-a-local-sports-reporter-found-her-tiktok-audience/


Key roles and support for this strategy

Newsrooms: Chief producers, particularly of see/hear local efforts, 
but all video starts with work from reporters, multimedia teams.

DOT: Expanded support and workflows to create and post video 
content to YouTube and additional social platforms. 

Video, SEO and social champions groups: Sharing successes, 
training and best practices.

Product: Improving workflow support for YouTube and video 
posting via Teams workaround while greater efforts underway.

Strategy: Better surfacing video metric successes as well as 
informing and guiding newsroom strategies on rollout and 
opportunities to experiment.

January 26, 2022 43



Resource for ramping up: Video Champions

January 26, 2022 44

Must-see local video



Video Champions training ideas …

January 26, 2022 45

Must-see local video

• YouTube – reviving, getting started, all the things you 
need to know

• Shooting and uploading iPhone video for breaking news (in 
the works)

• Editing iPhone video for a “package” (in the works)
• How to write a Wochit video script – word count, tone, 

visuals, etc. 
• Using branding with Premier + Wochit
• How to find network video, why we want/need it on stories 
• How to use the Canva/Wochit templates for social video, 

using for promo image
• Quality – what to avoid, squint test, too many words, 

headline writing to showcase the visual moments, etc



Who can help

– Multimedia leads, DOT leads, regional strategists
– Social leaders are critical to this too
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